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by Jenny Friel
someone punched them in the chest. 
‘This is what young people are doing 
and with Gerard, it went badly wrong,’ 
Lynette explained shortly afterwards. 
He passed out, fell to the ground and 
hit his forehead. 

‘I’ve been told that he was turning 
blue because he couldn’t breathe. When 
I arrived he was on a stretcher and 
when I saw him laying there I honestly 
thought he was gone. He was uncon-
scious and it didn’t look good at all.’

Thankfully Gerard came round on his 
way to the hospital but Lynette was 
anxious other parents know about the 
dangers and worrying prevalence of the 
game. ‘The message is that young  
people are doing this sort of thing and  
I nearly lost my son over it. 

‘It’s not something they should be  
doing and it is very, very dangerous. 
What they are doing starves the brain of 
oxygen so God knows what state they 
could end up in.’

Dr Chris Luke, a consultant in emer-
gency medicine at Cork University  
Hospital, is certain that there have 
been many choking game injuries and 
deaths that have not been properly  
reported in Ireland. 

‘I’m sure that there have been many 
admittances around the country of 
teenagers with head injuries and brain 

damage,’ he says. ‘But kids aren’t going 
to tell you that it happened because 
they were playing a game. 

‘And I believe that there have been 
deaths from the game that have been 
written off as suicide.’ Dr Luke is also 
aware that the choking game has been 
played, not by just today’s youngsters, 
but generations of teenagers.

However, he fears that social media 
could cause it to become much more of 
a dangerous trend for today’s young-
sters. ‘It’s gone on for many years,’ he 
told the Irish Daily Mail. ‘I know it was 
relatively popular in the Seventies, I 
can remember it being played myself 
when I was in Irish college. Personally,  
I haven’t seen any incidents of it in the 
hospital but I think it’s one of those 
things that happens beneath the radar.
We don’t hear about it until something 
happens like it did this week, it takes a 
tragedy before it gets any attention.

‘I also think it’s one of those things 
that comes and goes in cycles, like a 
fad. But this time, you have the added 
problem of the advent of social media. 
The fact that kids have been posting 
“how to” videos on YouTube is the real 
novelty this time round. 

‘There’s a huge copycat element that 
runs a real risk of it spreading like a  
virus. It needs to be nipped in the bud, 
youngsters need to be informed of the 
very serious dangers.’

Some of those serious dangers were 
outlined by Temple Street’s Dr Kevin 
Carson this week. ‘It’s very dangerous,’ 
he said. ‘It can have varying effects on 
the brain because the brain is starved 
of oxygen for a while and people have 
had loss of attention spans, short term 
memory loss, seizures. Other children 
will actually end up dying and others 
will become severely handicapped with 
severe brain injury.’

Yet despite the real and terrifying 
risks, young people across the world 
continue to risk their lives by playing 
this deadly game. 

There are dozens of different names 
for the choking game, hundreds if you 
look around the world. For instance in 
France they call it ‘le jeu de foulard’ — 
the scarf game. In English-speaking 
countries just some of the monikers  
include ‘funky chicken’, ‘space monkey’, 
‘sleeper hold’, ‘American dream’ and 
the blackout or fainting game.

Put simply, the aim is to deprive the 
brain of oxygen to the point of uncon-
sciousness for the sense of euphoria, or 
what they also call a ‘natural high’, that 
follows when the pressure is released 
and oxygen and blood race back into 
the brain. International studies show 

 Young: Kevin Tork, 15, died in March 2009
death. She discovered later that in the 
days after he died rumours were circu-
lating around his school in Nebraska, in 
the US, and their neighbourhood that 
Erik had been a victim of cyber-bullying 
and as a result had taken his own life.

‘Erik died in April 2010, shortly after 
an Irish girl on the East Coast [15-year-
old Phoebe Prince] had killed herself 
after being bullied, it was a big thing in 
the news,’ says Judy. 

‘So all the chatter among the adults 
was cyber-bullying. But the chatter 
among the kids was the choking game. 
Then I got a call from a mom whose kid 
was in the same school as Erik. Her son 
had said that Erik had been seen in the 
playground with another kid practising 
how to choke each other. I knew then 
that the police had been right.’

The choking game, as it is most com-
monly called, is nothing new. 

Even Judy’s 85-year-old aunt admit-
ted to her at Erik’s memorial service 
that she had played a form of the game 
when she had been a child. And recent 
studies have shown that more than  
15 per cent of school children have  
admitted to trying it. Many parents, 
however, have never heard of it. 

This week, what is believed to have 
been the first known case of hospitali-
sation due to this chilling game in the 
Republic of Ireland left a young teenage 
boy in a very serious condition. 

On Thursday, it emerged that the 
youngster had been rushed to Temple 
Street Children’s Hospital and was put 
on life support. He was released from 
the ICU on Tuesday and although he is  
stable, he is also, it was last reported, 
still unconscious. 

As yet, specific details of where or 
when it happened have not been  
released. Temple Street’s Dr Kevin  
Carson, however, did confirm that his 
injuries were as a result of playing the 
deadly game. ‘We want to highlight to 
parents the dangers of this and to 
young people in particularly,’ Dr Carson 
told RTÉ radio on Thursday.

‘The message that’s going out there is 
that this is not a dangerous thing and 

this is incorrect. This is very dangerous, 
and you can end up with severe brain 
damage or dead.’

Kevin Tork was 15 and living in Seat-
tle when he died after taking part in the 
chocking game in March 2009. He was 
discovered unconscious in his bedroom 
by his 11-year-old sister.

Thankfully — for the moment at least 
— in this part of the world, Dr Carson 
says, such cases are rare. 

‘This is the first case we’ve had in 
Temple Street,’ he said. ‘Although  
anecdotally, from talking to parents, 
we’re aware it’s going on around the 
country in different locations.’

Indeed another case of a young boy 
being hospitalised after playing the 
game happened just last March in  
Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

Lynette Hegarty has told how her  
eldest son, 11-year-old Gerard, lost  
consciousness after taking part of what 
he and his friends call ‘the pass-out 
challenge’. In their version of the game, 
they took it in turns to stand against a 
wall and holding their breath while 

J
UDY Rogg knew instantly, 
from somewhere down deep 
inside, that something was 
very wrong when her 12-year-
old son, Erik, failed to answer 
either the phone in their apart-

ment or his mobile. 
The sandy-haired youngster, an only child who 

loved baseball and boys scouts, always made 
sure his single mum, who worked full-time as a 
psychiatric social worker, could contact him. 

‘He was a very responsible kid and very  
focused,’ explains Judy. ‘So when I couldn’t get 
him on the phone and heard nothing back  
I knew something was wrong, I grabbed my 
keys and ran from the office, in my gut I knew 
something was not right.’ 

The drive to their home took just seven or 
eight minutes. Walking through the front door, 
Judy was greeted by a sight no parent should 
ever have to witness. In the middle of the living 
area, her son’s body was slumped with his boy 
scout rope around his neck. That night in the 
intensive care unit of their local hospital, as 

Judy watched over Erik and prayed for a mira-
cle, police officers called in to discuss what had 
happened to him. 

She recalls the utter disbelief and horror she 
felt when they told her their theory of how her 
boy had ended up in hospital.  

‘They told me it was not a suicide attempt, 
that it was a choking game,’ says Judy. ‘I looked 
at them and said: “What are you talking about?” 
I didn’t know what it was. And when they ex-
plained it I said: “Are you crazy? This is a bright 
kid, what the heck are you talking about?”’

The next day Erik’s family had to face the  
horrendous and heartbreaking task of discon-
necting him from a life support machine. Multi-
ple tests showed he had no brain activity. 

Deep in the midst of raw, intense grief at los-
ing her only child, Judy was only vaguely aware 
of the gossip that surrounded his shocking 
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that it is most popular among boys 
and the average age to first try it is 14 
years old. Girls, however, have also 
died as a result of taking part and 
some kids have been as young as ten 

when they’ve played it. It has been 
suggested in one American university 
study that many players are ‘high 
achievers’ who steer clear of using 
drugs or alcohol but believe the chok-

ing game is a way to get a natural and 
safe buzz. Users either have a friend 
squeeze their neck or press against 
their chest until they pass out, which 
can lead to brain damage. Or even 
more dangerously, some choose to 
‘play’ it on their own, like Judy’s son 
Erik did, using a ligature around the 
neck. The surge in popularity in  
recent years in America is blamed  
in part on videos being posted by 
teenagers on YouTube, showing how 
to do it. Of course, these same videos 
can be accessed by Irish teens, but it 
is not possible to ascertain how many 
views they get here. 

‘We took three different names for 
the choking game and did a search 
on YouTube and came up with 30,000 
hits,’ says Judy Rogg. 

‘Many of the videos, however, are 
being systematically removed by 
concerned parents and replaced with 
warning videos instead. 

‘Having found Erik so I can’t look at 
them,’ says Judy. ‘So I leave it to  
others to flag, report and get them 
removed. I know people who report 
hundreds of them every day.’ Actual 
figures on how many children have 

died or been brain damaged as a re-
sult of the choking game are ex-
tremely hard to work out. 

It is believed that many teenage 
deaths that have been recorded as 
suicide, were in fact victims who 
played the game alone.

Indeed Judy would still have the 

shadow of suicide hanging over her if 
it were not for the vigilance of her  
local police force in California, where 
she still lives. ‘I was so fortunate in 
Santa Monica that they were so ada-
mant it was not suicide,’ she explains. 
‘Just because it looks like a hanging 
doesn’t mean it is one. This is why 
the statistics (about the choking 

game) are so terrible. Many, many 
deaths are misclassified as suicide, 
lots of parents in our support group 
can testify to this. 

‘Many coroners will say it doesn’t 
matter what their intent was. Be-
cause there is something around the 
neck, we have to call it a suicide.’ 

In the US, the nearest thing to offi-
cial statistics on the phenomenon 
are from The Centres For Disease 
Control And Prevention in Atlanta, 
which estimates that between 1995 
and 2007 at least 82 people died from 
the game. However, according to the 
American campaign group Games 
Adolescents Shouldn’t Play (GASP) 
the statistics are dramatically higher 
— it states that as many as 1,000 
young people die each year playing 
some variation of the game.

Yesterday, the Department Of 
Health and the Department Of Edu-
cation told the Mail that they did  
not have an official awareness pro-
grammes running about the choking 
game. Judy Rogg, who has helped 
put together a training program to 
address the dangers of the game and 
has worked tirelessly to raise aware-
ness for adults and children in the 
three years since Erik’s death, be-
lieves that increasing awareness 
amongst parents is crucial. 

She says that she has had contact 
with a number of mothers in Britain 
and ‘at least one in Ireland’ who have 
been affected by the choking game.

‘Many parents won’t report and I 
can understand why,’ she says. ‘The 
shame I felt when it happened to 
Erik. How could my kid have been so 
stupid? What did I miss as a mother? 
Why didn’t I know?

‘It’s such a stupid senseless game 
and it’s taken me a long time to wrap 
my brain around it and a lot of good 
therapy. I believe Erik had no clue 
that it could be that dangerous. 

‘But as one of his friends said to me; 
even smart, strong kids can make 
dumb choices with deadly conse-
quences. It’s become our tag line.  
Because it’s true.’

÷ You can get further information 
and advice or contact Judy Rogg 
directly through erikscause.org
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This 12-year-old boy died in 
the US when a playground 
game went tragically wrong. 
Now an Irish teen is fighting 
for his life after chasing the 
same high. It’s time parents 
started asking themselves…
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